
The Mooring Mate™ is the 
world’s first single-handed 
mooring system enabling you 
to safely and effortlessly 
attach to any mooring 
without leaving the safety of 
your cockpit. The Mooring 
Mate™ allows you to maintain 

full control of your boat while 
mooring, eliminating danger 
and stress so you and your 
guests have more fun!

www.duartemarine.com

THE MOORING MATE™
THE WORLD’S FIRST SINGLE-HANDED MOORING SYSTEM

Moor to any existing mooring 
The patented design attaches to ANY existing mooring type. Take 

The Mooring Mate™ with you with the peace of mind in knowing 

that you can easily secure to any mooring you like.

Moor from the safety of your cockpit
Finally the world's first system that allows you to single handedly 

moor your boat without ever leaving the safety of your cockpit.

Tangle-Free design
The Mooring Mate's™ patented design prevents it from becoming 

tangled on the mooring line or chain.  The Mooring Mate™ makes 

mooring safe and easy even in rough conditions.

Retrieve without leaving your boat
Retrieve The Mooring Mate™ effortlessly with a standard boat hook 

without ever leaving your boat.

Easily secure your dinghy for safe boarding
The Mooring Mate's™ patented design makes it easy for you to 

secure your dinghy to your boat. There is no more need to stand up, 

balance and attempt to to tie a line. Simply pull up and snag it.
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See the “How it works !” video at: www.duartemarine.com
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SPECIFICATIONS & PRICESPECIFICATIONS & PRICE

Hook Made of 9/16 Stainless Steel 304 Alloy

Extension pole reach 4 feet retracted to 8 feet extended

Boat size Up to 55 feet (Sail or Motor)

Inner Hook Dimensions 2.75 inches W X 4.5 inches L (capture chain up 
to 2 inches in diameter) 

SKU DM12282006

United States Patent Number US 7,810,442 B2

MSRP $199 USD

How it works: 4 Easy Steps

Step 1: Run line 
Run line attached to the Mooring Mate™ hook through the eye or 
chock at the bow.  Then run the line from the eye or chock at the bow 
back to the boat cockpit.

Step 2:  Approach  and hookup 
Pull up to the mooring buoy so that the boat is alongside and parallel to 
the cockpit. Extend the pole so the hook is under the buoy and behind 
the mooring chain (Figure 1). Pull the pole to capture the chain and 
detach the hook from the pole (Figure 2). You are now secured to the 
mooring chain.

Step 3:  Tie up to pendants
Maneuver the boat so the mooring buoy is adjacent to the bow of the 
boat.  Pull on the Mooring Mate™ rope to tighten the slack and secure 
the rope to a cleat in the cockpit. Now that the boat is secured to the 
Mooring via the Mooring Mate™, go to the bow of the boat and attach 
the pendants to the boat. 

Step 4: Disconnect 
Use a conventional boat hook to hook and retrieve the Mooring Mate™ 
float (Figure 3). Pull on the float until the hook releases. Then pull on the 
line attached to the Mooring Mate™ to retrieve the hook (Figure 4). That 
is it  - you are done!
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